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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Metal Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
lowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s Inclusive

Due to Staff problems deciphering orders, we have decided to renumber the Cavalry Officers
advertised last month and they will now be catalogued as follows:-

11s British Hussar Officer.
Royal Scots Grey Officer.
British Heavy Dragoon Officer.
British Light Dragoon Officer.
British Household Cavalry Officer.
French Chasseur a Cheval Officer.
Grenadier a Cheval of the Guard Officer.
Cuirassier Officer.
French Line Dragoon Officer.
Polish Guard Lancer Officer.
French Line Light Horse Lancer Officer.
French Line Hussar Officer.
Chasseur a Cheval of the Guard Officer.
French Carabineer Officer.

For the Naval Wargamer we take pleasure in announcing the first of our new Range of
World War One Warships - scaled approximately 1800 we offer to commence 26 ships of the
British Navy as listed herewith:-

Lord Nelson/Agomemnon Class Battleship.
Swiftsure/Triumph Class Battleship.
Majestic Class Battleship.
Iron Duke/King George V Class Battleship.
Lion/Princess Royal Class Battleship.
Canopus Class Battleship.
Drake Class Cruiser.
Devonshire Class Cruiser.
Arethusa Class Light Cruiser.
Weymouth Class Protected Cruiser.
Invincible Class Battle Cruiser.
Dreadnought Battleship.
Early Turret Battleship.
Early Turret Battleship.
Transport Ship.
Transport Ship.
Minesweeper.
Victoria and Albert Royal Yacht.
Destroyer.
Destroyer.
Destroyer.
Destroyer.
Destroyer.
Destroyer.
Submarine. Send 18p for catalogue, 15p for House Magazine
Submarine.

For all those who have sent for a Catalogue since the middle of July we apologise for the
delay in sending them but wc felt sure they would prefere the up-to-date August edition which
should be in the post by the time you get this Newsletter. The new edition should be
available now and this has four pages of photographs to our scale of 25mm - 4.5mm to the
foot.

Do not forget to look in at our Shop which is open for your perusal 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Monday to Saturday. 1rir. <-., ,, <-.t

' 100a St. Mary Street,
SOUTHAMPTON.

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS
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WARCAMERS

NEWSLETTER
No. 11^. September 1971-

EDITORIAL

I have just returned from a wonderful week's
surfing in North Devon where the warm sea and the
hot sun were most untypically English! Those facts
may not seem to have very much to do with wargammg
but, in a highly personalised fashion, they do be
cause it was a replica holiday spent in the same
place for a number of years stretching back to my
pioneer days of wargaming. On those same beaches,
and even whilst facing the breakers with surf-board
gripped firmly in nervous hands, my mind was working
on various facets of this fascinating hobby. On
these very beaches were formulated the plans for the
great Indian Mutiny, fought between Tony Bath and
myself in about 1959 and here I dreamed of building
up the Army of British Colonial troops that has
fought so many enthralling actions against Zulus,
Ghazis, Dervishes, and the arrogant Colonial forces

S&sasra zz&v&s: ins zsa&xrJs»>
You may notice one or two regular features missing this month -at the time of

over these other features.

rw nf thP magazines sent to me on an exchange basis with the Newsletter has a

It ie better to be abused than ignored,may allay any annoyance he might feel when I
sav that a large part of the material 'of this magazine repels me. Any admiration or
SJpS*I mighfhave for the technical achievements of the Germans in .orl a
are far out-weighed by the repugnance aroused in me by the Nazi Party n
ers The modern cult of admiring and publicising the Nazis appals me and I «£«!•
ISfaofethatit is necessary for such a competent Editor to fill so much of his
ma a ££ .at.riaTaEot.d to them. It is sad that •*g«*j^£'? *
sufficiently large reading public to justify the magazine being devoted to
technical and moral achievements of the British Army, for example.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

Subscription rates:-

£2.10P in the United Kingdom: .Overseas £2.25p (25-50 in U.S.A. and Canada).
flTWERTTSTNG RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page
Half Page

£6.00 (#16.00)
£3.00 (^8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cents) per word.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane. Southampton, Hampshire. England, SOI SAD

£1.50p (£*t.00)
75P (22.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

TOY SOLDIERS ^ ^JjJMGTON

.iles^sf^pe^h^n S^S.'^SS'S?- ^
sets; r ^/s^^^iSissSi
-a George "hTthree" T' l88°'S * Ch*^. ^bert
yan. They'a^e now to h? °f ?" Ge°rge °tto **™^
in the same room" as ?he dSS.^Lf*!!1*1 Sh°Wcase '̂ ^ "^fl»
Wellington, against abackground pa nted^Jor^he^oc^ ^T °f "***•*** ***** «*
eldest daughter of the late Sir Charles TrevelvL f ^ by ''"irS* PaUline D°«er,
the war game of Kriegspiel as boys a co»DlIo«?T *^ his brothers «sed to play
manoeuvred on maps with coloured blocks and Jw^P"!• *" Which the a™ies "ere tirltsoldiers on the floor of the J2.ST*. SJtwSj f.T*,St^es '««* out with"he
to this early study of the war rame fch«* rllt tE e days to complete. It was
hxs own capacity for so vivIdly^scriJing^fu^!^1^ TrGVelyan later ^riouS

00O00

Our retrospect on India turns,
xhe school in which the soldier learns
ihe lessons taught by war.

Her vast extent, her varied clime
And nationalities, combine
10 give us scope for this.

The North-west Frontier and Assam,
By fierce tribes held, a field for fame
afford our officers.

Oft have the hills re-echoed rounds

Of battle to 'th°Se faV'rite SOundsUI uactie to our men.

00O00

that SSffltt llLTo^^^LS.18 WanUnE fc° —" «* *—, and in
babili^::? now tr??s only°^r:jngir:S °l T^ " a«*.-*tio. of pro-
that element it is certainl/no w .5 ^ ^h ' "2?** t0 make « a ^ame, and
which stands so constantly and so generally in ,?£ ' tt!" iS n° human affairBut together with choice/the accidental, anf 1°" ,C^ec,tion with «*oio. as war.great place in war. ' n" along Wlth it good luck, occupy a

SUMMMMARY OF INSTRUCTION - p 205: Vol ITT
VlllageT, small Towns, etc. (Defence of) Buildings and Enclosures,

Clausewitz Bk. I <*n 1 Ct«„„ ~„! , , .-1 en n tTrans, Lionel ^J^Graham 1< 5).

Bg BShl ^•.ji.-rn "SSs ^^v *~ - »->
then mount riders as usual. connection. Paint connecting pin black and



A i.o.:r:; .u-l^.aCai. J.-,MPaIGN

by

Bob Stone

(President - Gardens High .Vargames Club, U.S.A.)

This article and the ones following it concern
a camPaign waged by Members of the Palm Beach
Gardens High School V/argames Club, Palm Beach
Gardens, Florida 33^03, U.S.A., an organisation of
wargamers (ages 16-18) who started an official
school wargames club in oePtember 1970. Most of our
battles are World War II tyPes, for which we use
Airfix troops with Airfix and Roco-Minitanks for our
vehicles, Plus a small number of conversions. It
must be realised by anyone who reads this campaign
report that such a type of wargame situation must be
regarded with open-mindedness, which may be hard to
achieve. But if this open-minded stand can be made,
it will be a most worthwhile report to read.

Although you can fight a broad spectrum of campaigns in different areas of the
world for your Second ,;orld War battles, why not alter the true facts of history and
create an entirely new area for having your campaign? The Gardens High V/argames Club
did just thatl We had been fighting a large number of late war battles with the
Germans versus the Russians, and were getting rather tired of them, then our Vice-
President David Clark suggested we begin a large scale campaign - the Invasion of
North Americal .ve were all very enthusiastic about this project from the start, be
cause it was an entirely new area in which to fight. Scores of questions came to our
minds (as they are probably coming to yours!). rfhen to have the Invasion, and where?
Where should we arrest or extend the development of weapons? What was to be the war
situation-which would allow the United States to be invaded? How strong were our
allies and enemies to be, and more importantly, who were they to be?

I hope that such questions have excited your imagination as they did ours. The
following narrative will explain our plans and hopefully answer these questions.

No doubt many of the armchair generals who read this section will contest the
fact that Germany could have successfully invaded Great Britain in 19^0. But we urge
you to understand that it is but one of the facts which we have to bend in order to
make our campaign possible.

THE WORLD SITUATION* - 19^0-19^7

"(This situation mixes fact with fiction to let us arrive at the Invasion of the
North American Continent).

In 1940, after the fall of France, Germany successfully invaded Great Britain,
although "Operation Sealion" was a very near thing indeed for the German forces. The
British Home Fleet was almost successful in intercepting the German invasion forces,
but the combination of Luftwaffe and Kriegsmarine was able to damage or destroy a
large part of the Fleet, at considerable cost to themselves. But once the German
Panzer forces were ashore, they ran roughshod over the remaining British Army and
Commonwealth Forces on the island while the planned defences of the Home Guard were
unable to withstand the combined attack of German tanks and aircraft. With assured
mastery of the air, the Germans were able to disorganise English counterattacks and
disruPt supply efforts, as they had done in France. Even though the British resisted
magnificently, London was captured early in September 19^0, and the British Govern
ment joined the French and Polish Governments-in-exile in Canada.

With the island command pos
ig'i-O, it is little wonder that t
Africa. Although General ,/avell
Italians in December 19^0, the a
day for the Axis. The Desert Wa
weaker with each successive Axis

ful attack on Cairo and Great Br

in control of the Suez Canal. G

Malta, while in a costly operati

t of the Empire under Nazi domination at the end of
hings went badly for the British troops in North"
had conducted a brilliant campaign against the
ppearance of Rommel with his Afrika Korps saved the
r see-sawed back and forth, the British becoming
offensive. On July 7th 19^2 Rommel made a success-

itain was doomed in the Near East, with Axis forces
ermany then successfully assaulted Crete and took
on Fascist SPanish trooPs took Gibraltar. 3ritish



^««hfiniii? L;0ll:KZC,i wh(;" the Japanese entered the war on the Axis siae on 8th./eceaber 1*41 (jucxuc .ime) and ;in,;aporo fell in February 1942.

.:itler had attacked Russia in June 1941, and destroyed huge amounts of joviet
equipment besides takmg thousands of prisoners. In May, the Germans launched an
attack into the Oauc.cus in an attempt to link up with Kommel's forces in iiorth
£££»!,« , they were able to do when Neutralist Turkey joined the Axis side. The
European democracies were finally and utterly defeated when German and Japanese
troops met in India m mid-1943- In trie Pacific, Japan's island campaign was extreme-
dearly E'iEd troo" ^ ******* ** »" 2eal*»« *•* "victories that cost Ja^anaearly in land troops and armoured equipment.

immediat^nt' •?! T^?? militar* leaders of the Allied countries advocated an
d ^r °nT^e AXlS P°WerS wherever ifc '°»ld be mounted (as theyactually did m World War II). American authorities unwisely shared this opinion,

and there was a disastrous attempt to invade England in August 1943. Although the
til li S°T W!u6 ^^ t° establi5h abeach-head on the western coast, they could
sealed Zn II iT ^ ***?: '"^ Wei>e G°°n killed °r caP^red, and their fate wassealed when the Allied naval forces withdrew under heavy attack.

,,r.Hj* th,e H°ee. °f 1^3, the Axis powers were in control of all of Europe, Great
chain" 'rll friw'-theoSOriet Un±0n (t° the Ural Mo»tain.), the Pacific islandchains, China, Manchuria, South-East Asia, Australia and New Zealand. Worth and
South nmerica plus South Africa were the last land areas in the hands of the Allies.

f™« ^ N^th America' feverish attempts were being made to replenish the Allied
"°J ?J*J a^, ana to fortify America's coasts. The Axis powers of Germany!
Japan, Italy, Vichy France, New Britain (this is the name for Nazi-controlled Enrland)
Turkey and Spain united to plan th final defeat of the democracies. -"gland;

• u ItuWaol^eCided that Germanv would make the first attack upon the United Statesin March 1947 while Japan would keep the American forces busy in the Pacific as the
°o? 1Z*\ % S T"S t0 mOUnt ^ 0ffensive gainst the United States be-

suonlv Ld l« 7 th°ur f°rCeS in Australia. together with problems ofJill # resistance groups in her captured territory. Her role was to be a diver
sionary force so that Germany could mount the invasion without too much interference.

.++. l^ TarS ']9kk^9k7 were akind of "Phony War" in which neither side made
;"!k"°f any significance - the Axis forces consolidated their conquests and pre-
andIrvin^^T011 *«?»•' *** Allies concentrated on re-supplying'their armies
:astwa?rtV^c1uS1XeS """"f t0 the "USSianG« Wh° m resistin* from the **m
n0,fJrePar^i0nS f°r thS attaCk °ni Araerican soil ^sted amonth more than was expected, so the invasion was reslated for April 19'i7.

A - THE ALLIED FORCES.

1. Land Forces:

««<„/ ^J!** yarie^ °f both Allied »»«• a"d Allied equipment were used in this cam-
JndS^W*!-*" American' Ffee British, Free French, Canadian, Commonwealth Nations
and South African troops involved in the heavy fighting in the North-East United
States and as a demonstration of goodwill, the Russians have sent a small tank unit
equiPPed with T34/76, T34/85 and JS III tanks to the U.S.

,„. ThpV,arm°U"d„lSicl",^ich the A11fes are usinS include: M4 Shermans, M6 Heavy
nn ^ /IIS' H26 Pfr6hines' A^ Black Princes, Centurion lis, M56 Jackson

TD, MO Tank Destroyers and M40 Self-ProPelled 155mm guns. Both M8 Greyhounds and
Daimler II armoured cars are used for scouting and security duties. The White/Inter
national Harvester M3 Halftrack and Canadian Ram Kangaroos are used for armoured per
sonnel earners. Allied artillery includes the six-pounder anti-tank gun, 251b guns,
105mm Howitzers, 150mm guns and the famous 155mm "Long Tom". Anti-aircraft guns are
limited at present to 20mm guns, 40mm Bofors and .50 cal. machine-guns mounted on
half-tracks.

Soft skinned vehicles include Dodge, Guy, Scammell, AEC and Ford trucks, and of
course the "Jeep".

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH



THE JANISSARIES (Continued)

by

Chris Beaumont

INFANTRY:

Usually the backbone of European armies, the common foot-s
mention when the Turkish army is described. The three figures
sketch are probably fairly typical of the feudal levies that ac
and spahis on campaign. The man in the centre of this group ca
shaped Turkish shield, almost rectangular, but with one corner
in many pictures it looks like a baily drawn piece of perspect
the bow comes from a drawing by Alorecht Durer, of about 1499-
one cannot be sure, because Durer himself never went to Turkey;
from the work of the "Hausbuchmeister", adding the bow himself
military!

oldier hardly gets a

on the right of my
comPanied their lords
rries the peculiarly
over-extended, so that

ive. The figure with
How accurate it is

he coPied this figure
to make it look more

Foot-

soldiers

The two soldiers on the left, with the flag, are rather interesting. They come
from a miniature showing Ken'an Pasha marching against rebels in Macedonia, dating
from 1630. A whole grouP of infantry is shown wearing identical dress of short tunic
with loose sleeves, knee-length breeches and stockings. They all carry muskets, ex
cept for the colour bearers, who also wear darker uniforms. Who these troops are I
do not know; PerhaPs they arc local Macedonian levies. They certainly have a dis
tinctly western appearance.

PEYKS:

The Peyks were the bodyguards of the Pashas, and the left hand Pair are those of
Lala Mustafa Pasha c. 1580. The tall gold caps are adorned with feathers and the
caftan skirts are drawn uP into the belt in the usual manner. The garments are in
varying colours, with gold lace. The turbanned figure is one of the bodyguard of
Ken'an Pasha shown on the march in Macedonia; all the foot soldiers armed with
scimitars in this miniature carry them in the fashion shown. Presumably a long,
heavy scabbard was not the best thing to have dangling around the legs on a long
march.

SOLAKS:

The bowmen bodyguards of the sultan, possibly drawn from amongst the officers
of the Janissaries, numbered 400 men. They wore the silk sPahi with gold trim, with
tight stockings made of dyed suede. Details of dress vary from source to source -
Knotel reproduces three, each with different styles of headgear. The basic cap stays
the same, but one has the plumes at the side, one at the front and one in the middle,



r.fc<w*»jr.

IAYALARS:

with some alteration in

the design of the crown of

the hat to allow for this.

The figure I have chosen
to reproduce has the crest
in the centre, and is in
teresting because of the
way in which the tails of
the spahi are not tucked
into the sash at the

waist but are in fact

continuations of the

loose sleeves which hang
from the shoulder. The

uniform is from Nicola

de Nicolai (1576) via
Knotel.

DELLIS:

The weird horseman

with the eagle's wings on
his shield and cap is a
delli. These irregular
scouts were volunteers

drawn from the feudal

light cavalry. The animal skins covering
both man and horse, together with the wings,
were designed to overawe the enemy at first
sight. Foot long spurs were worn on the

yellow, pointed boots. Beneath his left thigh he carries a "Panzerstecher". This
is Knotel's word for the weapon, which is translated as "boar-spear sword". Liter
ally, it would translate as "armour piercer", I think, and one can only presume that
it served the function of a tin opener when tricky characters like the Knights of St.
John were met with in battle! Volunteers from the dellis often formed the bodyguards
of Turkish governers.

Solak

mum

Armed with round shield and scimitar, the Iayalars were a fanatical Moslem sect,
lacking in discipline and training. They were clothed in the skins of wild beasts,
enriched with varying designs and characters in silver, and wore gilded steel helmets.
Maddened with hashish before the start of a battle they would go into the fray with
a frenzy and a lust to kill.

AKANZI:

Mentioned by Knotel as volunteers armed with
bows and arrows. They may have fought as skirmish
ers ahead of the main line of battle.

SEGBANS:

A form of dragoon; they guarded the baggage
train.

TOPJU:

These were the cannoneers, up till the last
always the most reliable troops of the Sultan.
Whereas in western Europe gunnery was for a long
time regarded as either a mysterious art or as
sheer mechanical drudgery unworthy of a gentleman
and a soldier, in the Ottoman Empire it was always
looked upon as one of the most superior branches
of the army. The first important use of Turkish
artillery was at the siege of Constantinople in
1453; the exceptionally large cast bronze guns used
to batter the walls were among the most formidable
bombards ever built. One of them weighed 19 tons
and hurled a 600 pound stone; it took 60 oxen and



200 men to move it. when a British squadron attacked Constantinople in 1807, it met
with some of these monsters still in working order - one roundshot is recorded as
having laid low not less than 60 men.

The large part played by siege warfare in Turkish campaigns enabled them to
bring bombardment to a fine art, though it also meant that the Ottoman artillery
tended always to be heavier than that of European armies and thus slower in movement
and firepower, and less use in open battle. At Malta, in 1565, the attackers brought
some 80 odd pieces of ordinance, including 60 -, 80, and 120 - pounders, firing
stone, marble and iron shot with devastating effect. This was a ratio of about 1
gun to every 400 men. In command of all the artillery of the empire was the Topji-
Bashi, the Grand Master of Artillery.

PIONEERS, ENGINEERS AND MINERS:

Closely associated with the role played by the artillery, the miners and engin
eers were generally composed of Greeks and Armenians. At Malta, a corps of Egyptian
engineers was employed, who were highly skilled in siege work, and succeeded in
tunnelling through the sand and limestone of the island to explode a mine beneath
the bastion of Castile.

JEBEJI:

The armourers, obviously a very important section of the army.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Toman - "A Book of Military Uniforms and Weapons".
Bradford - "The Great Siege, Malta 1565".
Knotel - "Handbuch der Uniformkunde".
Knotel - "Heere der Vergangenheit".
Meredith-Owens -"Turkish Miniatures".

Anderson - "Europe in the Eighteenth Century".
Waetzoldt - "Durer und Seine Seit".

Manucy - "Artillery Through the Ages".
Wallace - "Islamic Arms an•: Armour" (article in "Discovering Antiques" Magazine)
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA - Various references.
LAROUSSE DICTIONNAIRE ENCYCLOPEDIQUE.

MAGPIE MODELS MAGPIE MODELS MAGPIE MODELS MAGPIE MODELS

We have pleasure in offering, from Holland, the attractive LS range of card cut
out models. The "A" series are all at 39p, the "B" series at 20p and the "C" series
at 10p. These models are of farmhouses, town houses, mills, etc., mainly from the
period 1600 to 1700; and are therefore suitable for any wargame period from 30 Years
War to the present day.

A 7 - Mint Tower, Amsterdam - 1620. B1 - Houtzaag Mill - 17th century.
A11 - Farm, N.Holland - 1682. B2 - Water Pumping mill - 17th •»
A12 - " E.Holland - d640. B3 - Mill "Prophet Joshua" Zaandam.
A13 - " Gelderland - d650. B4 - Mill "The Pink" Koog aan de Zaan.
A15 - " Belgium type - c1700. B5 - Large Dutch House - 17th century.
A16 - " Frisian type - d640. B6 - A Town Gate - d600.
A17 - The Watergate at Sneek - 1613. B7 - A N.Holland polder mill.
A18 - The Cornmarket Gate, Kampen - 1337. B8 - "Whipwater" Mill, S.Holland.

C 9 - Meeting House. C12 - Dutch House, "a"
C10 - Dutch House. C13 - " " "b"
C11 - Frisian Church. C14 - " " "c/

Range C are very simple models, the A and B ranges are more difficult.

HINCHCLIFFE WARGAME FIGURES - THE FULL RANGE OF THESE FINS FIGURES IS NOW ON SALE IN
OUR SHOP AT THE PRICE OF 7-?p PER FIGURE. A BOX OF TEN FIGURES COSTS ONLY 70p EVEN IF
THE FIGURES ARE NOT ALL THE SAMS TYPE!!!!

Please add 10% to your order for postage etc., for all orders under £2.50, we
pay postage on the larger orders!

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. THE DEMAND FOR THE DUTCH MODELS IS SO GREAT AT THE
MOMENT THAT THERE MAY BE A DELAY OF UP TO TWO WEEKS ON SOME MODELS UNTIL OUR STOCK
IS RENE.VED.

MAGPIE MODELS, 146 HARROGATE ROAD, LEEDS 7, YORKSHIRE.
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I Doubt If Wc Produce The Best War Game Soldiers
Customers Say That We Do . . .

But Many of Our

My 1970 Catalog Lists Over 1500 Original Metal Model Soldiers—
In Four War Game Scales—From Ancient To Modern Times.

COLLECTORS: Write for my listing (Free) of new collector range military miniatures.

A. A. JOHNSTON . Mih».H (BJ» &%inh
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

./e are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and second
hand Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.

THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. P.free - £1.84.
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " - £1.84.
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd. includ

ing colour. Post free - £1.30.
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945- New facsimile reprint
of the rare U.S. War Dept. Manual. 7" x 10": hundreds of illustrations
including pages of colour. Post free - £6.97-

HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 19^5. New reprint and companion to
previous item. Post free - £6.97-

THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof, illustd. in colour. P.free - 30p.
How To Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. P.free - £2.18.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo R.K.Riehn.

Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.38.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour

guide, companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.
GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof, illustrated including colour,

Uniforms, Equipment, etc. Post free - £1.30.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof, illus

trated, including colour. Post free ";.- £1:30.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by .7.Y.Carman.

': 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several11in

hundred items of dress. Post free - £3-23.

THESE AND MANY MORS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT TITLES
BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.



MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY S?C *23 "•=%,.

AUoTRO-HUNGARlAN

i::f.,: i'RY - 1866

by

Mike Lockyer

Source of information

on uniform

prints Vic
Albert Mus

Source of

- Reynolds
toria and

eum.

figures -

Airfix tf.VJ.I French.

Almost any figure can be used - I used the standing figure v,
ground.

Trim helmet brim from back and sides but leave front, this can act as a peak.
Trim coat sfcirts where folded back - Austrians folded theirs under. Made a medium
sized shako from plasticene covered in clear nail varnish. Add an oak-leaf to kepi,
made from paper. .

Officers - Build kepi up on French style kepi of officers
also add oak-leaf sprig, sash from plasticene scoured with pin
to represent creases and folds also sword scabbard from pin.

^
' gVC-^

LETTERS - Continued from Page

for certain just what the capabilities of these weapons were, for no originals exist,
and the method of making the Turk bow is lost.

Another interesting question pertains to the bow used by the Japanese Samurai,
and it was indeed a long bow! From what I have been able to determine, the average
length was from 7'-8', and arrows from 36"-45" were used. The warrior rested one end
on the ground when shooting. There have been witnesses to these bows shooting over
120 yards without arching the arrow over 16*, for the shots were made down a corridor.
Mow, from that one must work out range At least I won't have to worry about it
for some time, as I am much too busy otherwise to start converting figures for Samur
ai. Then again, when I do I suppose that a rule for the Chinese repeting crossbow,
with poisoned arrows, will have to be worked up.

George Gush's comments about using sheet lead on the base of Airfix figures
sounds very helpful to those who do not employ a sand table - I have to carefully cut
the blasted base off for more "realism". (They also fit in foxholes and trenches
better then)."

Gary Gygax (of Lake Geneva, U.S.A.).

ooOoo

"I don't know how many letters you receive from us American wargamers but just
a note from one in a thousand that I really enjoy the Newsletter and that I am sorry
that there is an Ocean separating us with the same general interests."

00O00

le

Leonard Krozyaski of N.Y.

—-ooOoo

U.S.A.

"My latest venture is building up a Hunnic army, all cavalry, with an eventual
strength of 200 plus figures, and also a Russian Infantry Company, with appropriate
support weapons, to use with our infantry rules. Napoleonic as such I will not
attempt, too much painting to start from scratch, but I am tempted towards an Indian
Prince's army, with a core of Europeans, good artillery, and units of locals, varying
from the reasonable to the quite hopeless! 'Twill all take time, of course, but well
worth it in the end."

Bob O'Brien of Goring-by-Sea.

ooOoo

The following back numbers of WARGAMERS N EWSLETTER are available at l8p each (46c)
N ov 1968; November 1970 through to August 1971.
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THE .,a:m.>m;s .{,.;;.,:•;!! .ljoup rules

1- -st month':; article on these rules h:;s -roused considerable interest. Joe
i.cwtort (of the Newcastle ..argames Club) writes:-

"]n the July Newsletter you have an entire article on, your views at least, the
Wargames keseach Group .Jules. It was indeed a very fair opinion of them even though
only covering three periods. However, I think that I remember the Wargames Research
Group once being billed the Ancient ./argames Research Group from whence the initial
idea seemingly sprang. I seem to also remember that it took them 3 years to produce
their Ancient rules, the work done being obvious by the fact that the rules are one
of the most workable sets I have seen or used. However, it is a different matter
when we enter into other periods. It seems, to me at least, that having had an
original idea they decided to put it to use in other periods too rapidly and the
rules seem as if they were put together for the occasion of the Convention.

Another thing which makes me think twice about their rules is that they are
written by the same people. I just do not really think that they have gone to the
same trouble with their other sets of rules. Even so I would be very glad if these
rules, or any others, were adopted as a standard set for National Conventions as it
really is about time."

Maurice Roth writes:- "The review by Keith Robinson in the July Newsletter of
the V/argames Research Group Napoleonic rules was most interesting and I would like to
add to the discussion. In my opinion these are an excellent set of rules but, like
anything new, suffer from teething troubles. There are several anomalies and, in my
view the pros and cons should be argued in public so that the authors may select what
they consider worthy and incorporate these in a second edition.

Taking Keith's points in turn. I sympathise with his wish to alter the scale
but it must be remembered that a unit of 120 men, 8 figures at present, would become
6 figures and would therefore flinch that much sooner. I am not sure if this would
work.

I agree that no account is taken of loss of accuracy of artillery at long range
but, rather than add one point to the firing factor at less than half the maximum
range, I would subtract one at more than one-third range. One-third rather than half
because accuracy does not fall off with distance: more like the square of the dis
tance. I would apply this to rifles as well but not, I suggest, to cannister as the
shot spreads out thus putting more men in the danger area.

I agree with deducting a point for moving and firing, this to apply to everyone,
including artillery.

The compulsory move to form square is reasonable, as this is what the unit com
manders would be trained to do. I suggest that, instead of omitting it altogether,
it be made optional if the general is with the unit.

Flinch points are, I think, the main bone of contention with these rules and I
must say I have several reservations. However, what has prompted me to write this at
all is Keith's statement that it is difficult to drive troops out of buildings. I
have found the reverse; you have only to advance a column towards the house and as
soon as it gets to within 6" the defenders flinch out (unless they are Guards). I
have found no way to stop this and would be interested to learn how Keith does it.

I have also found that it is much too easy for a column to break a square or
line, no matter how large the square or how small the column, because the defenders
have no choice but to break without firing when charged. I suggest that the defend
ers be allowed to fire first, as they do when being charged by cavalry, and then
break only if the net flinch points are 2 or more. I agree that they should not
melee. David Chandler quotes in "The Campaigns of Napoleon" '5 bayonet wounds to 119
bullet wounds in the same action' (page 344).

On the whole I think the rules tend to favour the attack just a little too much
at the expense of the defence. To remedy this somewhat 1 suggest that a unit should
ignore one flinch point if the general is with them. I think it reasonable to
suppose that Napoleon or Wellington would have that effect.

I don't agree with Keith in deducting 2 points for artillery firing after rain,
I think one is enough, which is the same as firing from a steep hill.
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One further point is that of skirmishers in front of a column. They tend to
flinch too readily if they are treated as a detached sub unit. I suggest that, pro
vided they are a light company of the parent unit (and not from a separate unit) and
also are within say 3", the whole of the unit be counted for flinching.

I question also the restriction of 22-j when firing. This geems too small, par
ticularly for skirmishers and I suggest the latter be allowed 45 . This should also
apply to troops firing from the window of a building.

It is a little unrealistic, I think, to insist that sub units be on single basis,
particularly cavalry and skirmishers. However, I have not found many people doing
this.

I have found a little confusion with the rule (page 6) that a general can order
any unit he is with and it will obey next period. 'Next' is a word which is inter
preted differently in different parts of the country. In some places it would mean
the same period in which he gives the order, but in other places the one after. I
have taken it to mean the same period.

I have also had arguments as to whether cavalry can charge troops which they
cannot see. I maintain that they should only be able to charge troops which they can
see at the start of the move.

The ranges given for rifles and for artillery seem a little optimistic as they
represent the long, rather than the effective, range. (See Chandler and also Jac
Weller). However, I think this is overcome by deducting one point for long range as
already suggested.

Lastly, I do not suppose the authors would mind people adding their own peculi
arities within the spirit of the rules. For instance I reckon that a Scottish unit
advancing with bagpipes playing would inflict one flinch point on the enemy right
away!"

Philip Barker, of the Birmingham Wargames Club, has sent me the following letter,
which is printed in its entirety so that all facts are given a fair hearing.

"I have had nothing whatever to do with the organisation of this years Ancient
Convention games, and the statement that I have a vetoed one of the armies and cir
culated letters about it is therefore untrue. As I understand it, the facts are as

follows:-

1. There was a proviso written into the Convention rules that all armies must
be reasonably accurate to their original, and that gimmick armies would be rejected.

2. Dave Milward, the organiser, decided that their was no precedent for 20-man
units in a Parthian army, and informed Bob Douglas that he could use units of 10
figures, representing 200 men.

3. As far as I can find, Parthian armies, like the Persians they replaced, used
the normal barbarian decimal system of organisation. The basic unit was 1,000 men,
sub-divided into sub-units of 100. I must therefore agree with Dave that units of 1
figure, representing 20 men, are unrealistic in the extreme.

4. Could a force of 20 men be taken to be a whole unit by their opponents and
demoralise them in real life? Possibly, if all the men were equipped with standards,
trumpets, etc., and dragged sacks or branches behind their horses to create the dust
of a much larger force. Even so, the truth would probably sink in sooner or later,
especially if any of the opponents were on higher ground. I understand that in Bob's
game, all his figures were normal rank and file, towed nothing behind them, and that
the opponent was occupying a hill position at one stage of the game, so such a sub
terfuge would have been unlikely to work in real life.

5- The Douglas army would equally have been banned in the first Convention
round, but owing to the Postal strike, army lists could not be sent in for checking
until after the first round had been fought.

Like you, I'm a little saddened by the amount of ingenuity which is put into
picking armies to exploit apparent loopholes in the rules, compared with the abysmal
lack of knowledge of elementary tactics which is so apparent in the actual playing
of Convention games. Sometimes these loopholes are more apparent than real. For
example, struck by the apparent cheapness of light A.F.V. under the infantry rules,
practically every army in the Modern section of this years Convention, consists
practically exclusively of these, with very little infantry. This to fight in
villages surrounded by dense woods, and possibly mined as well!

CONTINUED ON PAGE &





BATTLF REPORT

OF THE MONTH

The Battle of Blenheim - 13 August 1704

by

Peter Faircloup;h

The Actual Battle:

In the actual 3attle, the main Franco-
Bavarian mistakes were that they had left a
space of about half a mile between their
front and the Nebel, on which the Allies
could deploy; and the broad extent of open
ground between Blenheim and Oberglau was
held almost entirely by cavalry. Marl
borough's plan was to capture Blenheim,
roll up the enemy's line cutting off their
retreat to Ulm, and to attack the centre,
while Eugene's corps was to keep the French
left fully occupied. During the battle,
the Allied cavalry in the centre crossed the i.'ebel, thus utilising one of the
errors; the attack on Blenheim failed, but the village became isolated on the
of Tallard's centre and the retreat by Marsin on the left. The troops in the
were virtually annihilated.

The two Armies were - Allies: About 52,000. 60 Guns.
French and Bavarians: About 54,000. 90 Guns.

Losses were - Allies: 12,000 killed and wounded.
French: 40,000 killed and wounded and prisoners.

(The source was "Marlborough's Campaigns" by Captain F.W.O.Haycock D.S.O.,
book in the "Special Campaign Series": Universal Press).

Blenheim as a Wargame:

French and Bavarians:
Allies:

Infantry - 1,050: Cavalry - 190
900 . 220

French

defeat

village

The two armies were drawn up as on the plan. The main French concern was to
deny the Allies the advantage of the wide gaps between the Nebel and themselves. This
was a point in which tactically the battle was a great improvement on the French per
formance in 1704. Initially the French line was drawn up such a distance from the
Nebel to form as straight a front as possible from Blenheim, to Oberglau and beyond.

The Allies, in the first move, attacked Blenheim across the Nebel from their
right wing, but were scarcely across the stream when they were charged by three French
squadrons, drawn up between Blenheim and the Danube. The British were also badly
mauled by 10 guns which the French had in and around Blenheim. The Allied right win*
under Eugene was still not ready and would not be so for another move. Therefore the
Allied centre remained inactive when Marlborough wanted a concerted effort to split
v^nt MCn d°WI\the middle. This could only be done if Eugene could attack and pre-
Briti^Wn"nfSend^nf/einf°fcements fc° Tallard in between Oberglau and Blenheim. The
lit^«vlit***** =ir atu3Ck °n Blenheim' and the French cavalry retired, leavingthe still advancing British to be dealt with by the defenders in Blenheim.

made their^r!^^!;16 ±aJ^k theSo cavalry had charged after Row's-Guards had
S«!J til xl a °? thC vlllaSe' not bef°re- rhe French cavalry now again
25U iJ d",TXnT°aS° h°ld the initiativ* a"d blunt any possible attack! of the
£«£.; ^ t yat^cking al1 al°ng the line' striking both the centre and
In both%i y n°W ^^l aCr°SS thG Nebel °n the far riEht of the Allied line.In both cases, especially the centre, the French horse were well backed by infantry,
6 battalions moving up m the centre, and 4 on the (French) left. But there were not
enough French cavalry up front to strike decisively all the Allied attack, and two
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battalions of Eugene's command pushed on
largely unmolested towards Oberglau.

The Allies in the centre were now hit

by the whole of the French centre. The 13
squadrons of Allied horse then were unable
to deploy and only a part of them could
engage the enemy cavalry. In fact, about
8 of these squadrons of the Allied centre
were unable to move, being jammed between
their infantry to their left and Unterglau
to their right. These Allied infantry now
moved against the French centre and for a
time checked the enemy attack. But the

French cavalry and 3 battalions of infjin-
try, from Blenheim, now arrived as rein
forcements and this extra weight proved
too much for the Allies. Their infantry
were now hopelessly outnumbered, about 9
French battalions to their 4, and still
only part of the Allied cavalry was fight
ing, thus losing any advantage it may
have gained from its great numbers. The
French had, with the reinforcements from
Blenheim, about 11 squadrons and 9 batta
lions.

The Allied cavalry on the right (Eugene) now had to charge the French left wing
as it was making much progress against Eugene's infantry now, thanks to the prompt
ness of the French cavalry on their left, caught astride the Nebel. Thus, though
Eugene's cavalry eased the pressure on his infantry, they were delayed, indeed pre
vented at all, from co-operating with Marlborough in the centre. But, with ample
infantry in and around Oberglau, the French sent another two battalions to support
their cavalry so Eugene hardly got beyond the Nebel even with his horse (8 squadrons).

Meanwhile, by the 4th move, the Allies had called off their attack on Blenheim,
with bad losses, and withdrawn across the Nebel. Over on the Allied left, too,
Eugene's infantry, covered by another costly cavalry charge, withdrew across the
Nebel.

The Allied centre, very crowded around Unterglau, was now in a bad way as the
French sent out 2 battalions from Oberglau, meleeing and defeating the Allies still
in the area from Eugene's earlier attack, and moved as if to cut Eugene entirely off
from the centre and left. The Allied right pulled back even further, screened by the
surviving cavalry, the left wing also, seeing at closer hand the sorry situation in
their centre also retreated.

The French were unable to exploit the situation in the centre since the whole
mass of French and Allies were so jammed that the French were unable to advance. The
Allies, tightly jammed, stood their ground, and at last, more of their cavalry worked
round Unterglau and were able to check the French infantry moving to split them and
cut off Eugene. These French had already made some progress, having crossed a stone
bridge over the Nebel and captured the battery in front of Unterglau. The French
attacks, if not fizzling out, through stout rearguard action on the Allies' part,
were deprived of any decisiveness and the Allied left and right, and some of the
centre were able to withdraw and retiring in good order most managed to reunite under
Marlborough and Eugene at Wolperstetten. The French, badly mauled, halted at Unter
glau and along the Nebel.

The French had deprived the Allies, especially the cavalry in the centre of what
may have been invaluable areas for deployment. By attacking promptly and (unlike the
attack on Marlborough's cavalry whilst forming in 1704) in large numbers they took
the initiative and largely cramped the Allies, preventing them from using their
numbers of cavalry to the best effect. On the French right, Blenheim proved too
strong anyway. The main contribution on their left was to draw the Allied cavalry
under Eugene away from joining forces with Marlborough in the centre, "bove all, the
the French, superior in infantry, by making sure reinforcements went where they were
needed were able effectively to feed their attacks. .vhat lent such weight to the
attack by their centre was that they had there a high preponderance of infantry over
cavalry, the adoption of the reverse situation in 1704 having been one of their chief
errors.



Though not an entirely accurate reproduction of Blenheim it seems to m
takes an alarming little adjustment in tactics by thr> French to produce som
different results than in 1?04 when it is remembered how vital and crushing
has remembered Blenheim to be as an ,.llied victory.

The villages of Lutzingen, Schwenbach, v/eilheim and .Volperstetten were
produced on the actual battlefield for lack of space and material.

The Armies' losses </ere as follows (no prisoners taken).

t th-.t it
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history

Infantry
Cavalry
Guns

Allies

500

61
4
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French

283
100

7
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Have the following rules available:-

1750-1850. Cover not only Napoleonic, but Wars of Independence in both North and
South America, as well as confrontations in India and North Africa.

1925-1975- Infantry Action rules, bringing in all support weapons, and provision
for mine warfare, air drops and night action. Can cover from present
day right back to actions in the late 20s on the North-West Frontier.

1,000 BC - 500 AD. Our original Ancient Rules, with full amendments up to date.
The most widely used set of rules in this period.

Each of the above 48p post free or #1-50 (surface mail) U.S.A.

Medieval adaptions to the Ancient Rules, 28p post free.

Other periods in preparation, all periods will eventually be covered.

All orders, inquiries, etc., to:- B.O'Brien, 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea,
Sussex.

6
<"

Warrior
metal miniatures

s~

Send S.A.E.for price list to:
G.R.Seton. 23 Grove Rd.
Leighton Buzzard.Beds.

25mm.
Foot.

Cavalry.
Cannon.

30mm.
Foot.

Cavalry.
Cannon.

5p
I2p
30p

I2p
35p
45p

30mm. Figures also available from

Extensive range of 25 and 30mm.

Ancients.

Norman Conquest.
16 and I7th.Century
Napoleonic

including
25mmEngli3h Civil War
EC 13 Cavalier
EC 14 Roundhead
EC 15 Lobster J armour
EC 16 I6th Century Horseman
EC 17 Lansquenet Halberdier
EC 18 Lansquenet with pike
EC 19 Lansquenet with Arquebus
EC 20 Standard Bearer

30mm. Norman Conquest

NI Norman with axe

N2 Norman with sword

N'3 Archer
51 Housecarl with axe

52 Saxon with spear

Taylor & McKenna
46 Friar Square,Aylesbury.Bucks.
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Gary Gygax

A couple of short comments on George Phillies
and his "The Difference Between English and American
.Vargaming": The Avalon Hill GENERAL has not, I am
certain, always printed 17,000 copies. In talking
with Thomas Shaw, Marketing Director of that firm, •
he informed me that roughly one-third of a print went to subscribers, another third
was used for advertising and sales promotion, and the remainder were sold as back
issues. Board games certainly do not dominate the American scene, but they currently
hold a more exposed position, simply because most wargamers here are introduced to
the hobby through them and through the pages of the GENERAL, an organ designed to
sell boardgames. Unlike the U.K., we do not have a publication aimed at miniaturists
only, so communications between the advocates of the latter form of wargaming are al
most non-existant. Only the conventions and gradual shift to more miniatures cover
age in the club 'zines here has brought a channel for any communication at all,
speaking for the bulk of miniaturists here. Most gatherings feature miniatures
events, so to say that boardgaraes dominate is not true.

Mr. Phillies comments regarding the painting of vehicles being anethma among the
members of his group are interesting. Could it be that they fear being accused of
"playing with toy soldiers"? From my observations it is the young wargamer, trying
hard to be regarded as a mature adult, that fears being classed as a child because of
indulging in miniature warfare. A boardgame can be cloaked with the dignity of chess,
but miniature figures are more difficult to explain.

George, by the way, is a most respected boardgamer, and certainly one of the
most knowledgable writers and players, in my opinion. STALINGRAD happens to be one
of my favourite boardgames, one that I play well, but I fear that I would meet with
speedy defeat as either the Russian or the German commander against him.

Finally, there can be no doubt that there are far more boardgame players here
than there are miniaturists. However, many are merely occassional wargamers, and
most have no idea of the existence of wargaming as an organised hobby. n/hen the two
aspects of the hobby are considered, we must then consider only those who are, actually
active enthusiasts.

THE WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP RULES - Continued from page //
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I uggired a game where a tank crept alone through the wood into the outskirts of
;he village, no infantry or other friends in sight, got fired on by a sniper rifle
md a bazooka which both missed, took a reaction-test, and went and hid in the wood
for the rest of the game, refusing to come out! Incidently, although Slim Mumford
ioes not like these rules, the Army seem quite keen."

Bob O'Brien, co-author of the Wargames Research Group rules, writes:- "I was
pleased to see your coverage of our various rules, together with the 'pro's' and
'anti's' in the July issue. I'm afraid that your informant re my article in 'Slingsh
ot1 'Skilful Tactical Moves- Sneaky Stuff could not have read the article and had
rery little sense of humour! I thought most wargamers have two descriptions for any
such moves, depending upon who is the giver and who is the receiver! In fact, my
irticle demonstrated how the rules permit one to carry out a feigned withdrawal with th
the object of attempting to draw the more excitable units of any enemy formation out
3f position. Legitimate tactics I would say and done, or attempted, in all periods
3f history. I was also careful to say that the 'best laid plans..etc' can go sadly
miss, and warned that it is possible to bs too clever by lalf. I hope that this helps
:o straighten the record. As for the bloke with the 3° odd one figure units, I heard
:his via the Wargamers Bush Telegraph and nearly had one of my fits of uncontrollable
lerriment! Apart from being fatuous, such a force on be doomed in a short time with
out any resorting to fancy stuff, and my German hairies would welcome meeting it -
;hey badly need a victory, having been beaten up by Romans, Greeks and all sorts.
Tinally, I would mention that the only criticisms of our Modern Infantry rules have

30 far come from people who see.ra to have, taken their ideas from Hollywood, with the
tero ti

• come from people who seem to have taken their ideas from Hollywood, wil
baking on half the German/Japanese/N.Korean army with a Tommy-guni"
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"You may be interested to know that I have recently had to retire prematurely
from my job owing to ill-health and as the prescription is a quiet life with no
worries I am now able to spend a lot of my time (but still not enough) at the war-
games table. I have been allotted a large room with a complete range of shelves and
cupboards. I can get round my 8' x 4' table without gymnastic contortions and can
even extend to 12' x 41 if necessary. I have opponents but I also spend a lot of
time fighting solo battles and while these tend to lack something of the tension and
excitement of a live contest they can provide a fascinating way of spending wet days.
Also they sharpen ones wits having something of the elements of a chess problem about
them.

I was most interested in your observations in this months Wargamer's Newsletter
regarding rules. I think that sometimes the people who seek for a rigid and all-
encompassing set of rules are defeating their own object of bringing greater reality
to the hobby.

I work on a basic set of simple rules closely following those in your "Wargames".
Before a game starts special rules are enumerated to cope with special factors which
may be involved - terrain, climate and of course, most important of all in my opin
ion - morale. After that common-sense is invoked and if a situation which is unreal
appears it is usually quite easy to resolve it on sensible and equitable lines.

I recently had a case where a unit had performed prodigies of valour suffered
only moderate casualties but by that point in the game must have been too exhausted
to go on fighting particularly as their written orders had been carried out to the
full. It was agreed without demur that any sensible commander able to do so would
remove them from the line and send them to rest rather than commit them again (as by
the rules he could) to another assault. On another occasion during a night opera
tion it became possible for a force to be switched suddenly to take advantage of a
tactical situation but again it was agreed that the Commander would have had to call
a meeting of his officers to outline his new tactics and a 'deliberation' pause of
one move was imposed.

I once played with an opponent who, at a critical stage in a Napoleonic battle,
rode three horsemen to within 2" of the barrels of my cannons and left them there in
order to prevent my firing on a really worthwhile infantry target! This was in the
days of alternate moves and I lost a move in consequence but personally I would not
get any satisfaction from winning a game by "Gamesmanship" methods. As you so right
ly say it is only a game and provided it follows reasonably realistic lines and
everyone enjoys the contest what more can one ask. .Ve can't kid ourselves that it
really bears any close relation to the real thing and thank goodness it doesn't. The
further we move from the spirit of H.G.Wells in all this the more confounded with
argument and controversy the hobby seems to become. As I think you have said in one
of your books the game is not for Generals manque but for frustrated Lance-Corporals!"

A.J.Mitchell of South Croydon.

ooOoo

"The ratio of averages in Board Games is worth looking into, especially in com
puting melees, I have always leaned towards a "thinking man's game".

Troops in excellent positions, charged by an equal number would rate a higher
combat factor, the attacking troops would buck 3 to 1 odds to win. This would not
be liked by the "hot dice" boys, too bad, they had their way long enough.

In this situation, a player would have to cut down the defenders by artillery
fire, when he thinks the odds favourable charge with double the number, not one stand
at a time, hoping for "luck". I say, make your own luck on the table. Still work
ing at this theory - hope * can produce something."

Jerry Curran of U.S.A.

ooOoo

"Thank you for a wonderful magazine, always packed with lots of interesting
reading. I also have a subscription for Miniature Warfare, but they do not send me
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the new issues at once, and then only if I write them one or two angry letters, so
this year is the first and last that I subscribe to Miniature Warfare. Besides, the
contents have a higher degree of interest in Wargamer's "ewsletter.

Our Society has reached a total of 13 members and represents all fields of war
gaming - Air, Miniature and the Avalon Hill type wargaming. To us in the Society,
Wargamer's Newsletter works as a kind of information organ that tells us what is go
ing on around the world in the field of wargaming."

Harold Sonesson (of Sweden).

00O00

"Just a rather informal note to let you know how much fun you have made the
hobby for me over the years. Everytime ./argaraer's Newsletter comes I am reminded of
the rather pleasant train trip and most enjoyable afternoon and evening at your war
gaming club (c. July-August 1969K

Your editorials, varied articles, your own rather "fun" approach has done a lot
to help us in our small circle to keep our heads. Me take our wargaming seriously,
mind you, but we cannot take ourselves too seriously - so we call ourselves (I blush
when I think of some of the reserved British counterparts) The Royal Bengal "Croucher
this, from stooping for hours over a wargame table. If ever the "C" becomes a "G"
we will probably break up the empire and call it a day. Thanks again for your extra
interest that helps as far away as Colorado, U.S.A."

Ed Meyers.

00O00

"As a very new wargamer, perhaps my initial thoughts and comments will be of
terest and help to any others about to venture on this fascinating hobby.in

Before taking it up, I was always very interested in the Roman period and having
decided to be a "General", this period obviously attracted me. I rushed out and
bought about 20 boxes of Airfix Romans and the same number of Ancient Britons. .•Jhat
next? I thought. Paint was the glaring answer, and I bought Ilumbrol enamel in just
about every imaginable shade. Then I wrote for your books.

Having read them, I practically started all over again. At the present, I have
an "Army" (and I flatter myself) of about 50 fully painted Roman infantry, 20 auxil-
liaries, mainly slingers, 12 cavalry and about 12 Roman archers. Even with these few
figures I have some good fun. The Romans either defend, or for an occasional change,
attack an Airfix Mile Fort. I split the forces into Roman Infantry plus archers
against the slingers and cavalry. Even my 10 year old daughter can now handle the
cavalry, sometimes to my, regrettably apparent, embarrassment.

My latest convert is my wife, who as I write, is busily painting a further 12
archers and 12 slingers so that we can branch out into more "open field" battles."

John Rowland (of Essex).

00O00

"I read George A. Lord's letter with interest - George is a very interesting
fellow! I met him some four years ago, when he came down from the Canadian hinter
land where he resides to attend the Lake Geneva Convention. He isn't going to be
able to make it this year, due to family commitments, but he plans to stop in here
for a day just for a "visit" (and I'll wager that we end up having a battle on the
sand table). Anyway, George recently had an adventure more exciting than most. He
is an ardent canoer, voyaging far back into the wilderness. Evidently, bad weather
caught his party of three this Spring, and they were lost in raging blizzards and
trackless forest for a number of days. I do know that he was in a pretty bad condi
tion when they finally managed to get in. I do wish he would recount the experience,
for it is like what one sees in the movies - at least like what one used to see in the
movies - but believes never happens to people one knows.

Many thanks to W.T.Thurbon for his comments on bow ranges. rfe finally settled
on 15" for wooden bows (short), 18" for light crossbows and composite horse bows, 21"
for both the Longbow and the Turkish bow (although I suspect that 24" vould have been
more realistic), and 24" for the heavy crossbow. I also read about Mahmoud Sffendi
loosing an arrow for a distance of 482 yards, and the supposed shots of better than
700 yards, but I discount the latter as legend (at best), while the former was accom
plished with a short, light flight arrow and groove, with the wind, as Mr.Thurbon
mentioned. The really unfortunate part about this is that there is no way of knowing

Contimued on page 9



WHAT MAKES

A WAKGAMEB

TICK?

by

Noel Zaal of Natal, South Africa

I see that in the last few issues several people have suggested
that wargamers who write in to the Newsletter should include concrete
information on their troops and where these came from. I think this
would be a very helpful idea.

»<l

wargamers
Here is some gen about my own table-top forces which may be useful. Lik<
mers 1 have got some Airfix figures but my real pride and joy are my 30mr

te most

HSuHl nl the "Udan ?iV!LWar- Th°se~are"a motiey"~coiiectIon whicHo^ from a
w!u"ty_°f.SOUrC.es- _In thls gathering of the forces of Victorian Britain and the

bargainers who intend buying 30mm figures should be very careful, as different
^•!Lm! !_th!^f f^gUreS. in sliShtly different scales. Cox, S.A.E. and Command

and

ooO oo

From S.E.R.P. Disques, 6 Rue de Beaune, Paris 7, France, can be obtained some
very interesting French L.Ps. In addition to numerous historical records (in French
of course) there are also a number of military band records including military marches
from Germany, Imperial Russia, the French Army in Africa, America, the Red Army,
Austro-Hungary, and many other such records concerned with French Colonial military
music.

ooOoo

EXCHANGE: I9I4 or AFRIKA KORPS Avalon Hill games for STALINGRAD. Grainger,
d, i-astnor Grove, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.

— 00O00 —

That excellent American magazine STRATEGY AND TACTICS have recently
appointed British agents - Don Turnbull, Ian Livingstone,

6, St.George's Avenue,
Timperley, Cheshire.

ll11 £15l«Jn«?°!ieJ!eabie fellons in the "«ld °* board wargames, they
M«z?n or v If llr r°m °ny0n8 desirous of finding out more about themagazine or any of the many games obtainable from them. These games are
over and above Avalon Hill games in that they are
lesser known aspects of warfare and are perhpns nc

Six issue subscription to S &• T
Back issues of S & T

00O 00—-

concerned with the

£4.25
£1.40 each.

* o r!°ent Preliminary round of the national Wargames Championship held
at Southampton an opponent fielded an array that did not conform to the
rules as laid-down by the organizers of the competition, giving a3 his
reason for this the fact that he "...did not agree, in principle, with
the rules of the competition.."111



If you accept our new range of 25mm figures along with
their variance in size and posture, even their campaign dress,
then you are hooked onto a rare treat.

Why?

Why indeed!

We are currently working on companion sets of artillery
and field equipment for all our new armies in better-than-ever
superb detail, the equal of our figures. Our 25mrn figures
spring to life as men of average 5'8" height in real-life when
posed to our equipments, they stop the vents, *ight along the
guns, drag at the wheels, ride the horses, they even wet their
sponges! Oh! Yes as always we have the correct wheels for all

our equipments even the correct number of spokes!!

October is the month when the first ever complete French Napoleonic field artil
lery gun and equipment system rolls from our depot complete with their horse teams
and all personnel.

Our other scales are not being neglected for we value our customers in all the
areas of collecting and wargaming, we are participants ourselves and think we know
what you all enjoy.

Our original declared intent was all armies, all periods, all popular scales,
forward the Romans and Hoplites, yes drag those infernal machines with you! We think
we are getting there, Rome wasn't built in a day but it had good foundations, so have
we, look at the names below.

PETER GILDER - FRANK HINCHLIFFE

All collectors and wargamers of standing know its a formidable combination, what
they don't know are the names of our growing team of assistants, we don't intend to
tell them - that is where our strength lies! After all its what brings to you the
finest models at the most sensible of prices - just compare value for value and then
you will realise why your local stockist handles them with confidence - he doesn't
know of us? - well forward us his name and address, we cannot promise he will become
a stockist. Remember we choose and plan in this field just as we do in all others
but we will do our best and if you still have difficulty write to us for our illus
trated catalogue and lists at 13P, we will understand more than ever if you live m
the Faroe Islands.

HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

M
HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England, HD7 3NX
A range of Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
Illustrated Catalogues from your dealer or direct, 13p post free

AMMUNITION EQUIVALENTS CHART 1939-45 REYRES

TYPE

9mm

American
Short
•300 in

American

•300 in

British
•303 in

German
7-92 in
Short

German

7.92 mm

MUZZLE
ENERGY

362 ft. lb.

868 ft. lb.

2.520 ft. lb.

2,430 ft. lb.

1,440

2.680

WEIGHT
1 ROUND

185 grains

195 grains

385 grains

384 grains

256 grains

409 grains

LENGTH USED IN

1-16 ins.

1-675 ins.

3-34 ins.

3 04 ins

1-88 ins

316

Machine Carbine

Machine Carbine

Machine Guns. Rules

Photo-War

Magazine

R. M. JAY.

Editor "J| PEBBLE HILL CARAVAN PARK.
RADLEY.

Nr. ABINGDON,

BERKS.

This is just ONE example of what

there is in PHOTO-WAR magazine.

Other items of interest include the

Tiger Tank Manual; Field Dress of

V/WI and 2 officers and men; headgear

equipment; badges; insignia. Plus
Machine Guns. Light
Machine Guns. Rules weapon history s such as the SMLE,

Machine Carbine r.'auser rifles, V.G3 4 etc. Send 23 P

Machine Guns Light f or a copy. New Park Number is 71.
Machine Guns. Rifles •*• v*



MUST *
LIST
WHA1 NOI 10 MISS

I have received a selection of 30mm and 25mm figures from Warrior Metal Minia
tures (see advert in this issue). The 30mm range includes a good selection of
Napoleonics; some Ancients and English Civil War whilst the 25mm range has a good
selection of 16th and 17th century infantry and cavalry; British, French and Bavarian
Napoleonics; Romans; Gauls and Greeks. There are artillery and artillerymen in both
scales. A full range of 30mm figures has long been needed and it is a pity that,
with such a reasonable variety, these figures are really ^Omm and not 30mm, just as
the 25mm's are by my reckonings 30mm's. Those figures that I have seen look well
painted up but are cast in a very soft metal which bends very easily although the
maker points out that the figures he has sent are hand moulded and are not quite up
to the standard of the machine-moulded ones which are in the process of being devel
oped. The price of these figures has been reduced and they are now 30mm - 10p for
infantry, 25p for cavalry; 25mm - 5p for infantry, 12p for cavalry.

From the famous French firm of model soldier makers Segom, 50 Boulevard Males-
herbes, Paris 8, France, I have received a large number of samples of their new 30mm
plastic Napoleonic infantry and cavalry. By my standards, a true 30mm scale, these
are beautiful figures with all the clear definition that one has come to expect from
plastic castings. In cream plastic, they should paint up beautifully and there is a
wide range of positions (samples at the top of this page). The cavalry horses come
in two parts that can be stuck together so as to form a variety of positions whilst
the cavalrymen themselves are cast with alternative "arms" so that alternative posi
tions can be obtained by clipping off the limb that is not required. Artillery is
also available together with gunners and the prices appear to work out at about 6p
each for infantry, artillerymen and dismounted cavalry; horses about 10p; cavalry
with horses about l8p, guns about V?p. Boxes of infantry, cavalry, guns and gunners
can also be obtained. I find these a very intriguing addition to the present range
of wargaming figures, particularly because they are in 30mm scale, in an easily con
vertible yet unbreakable plastic and because of the immensely high standard of pro
duction and original master-model making. Incidentally, they fit in ideally with the
new Hinchliffe Napoleonic figures and quite well with the figures produced by Minia
ture Figurines.

Still on figures -
was writing this in the

Toy Sales Limited who te
latest additions to our

loo French Infantry Seri
although we knew of the
figures recently put out
hood of a Waterloo Frenc
our next issue.

some most exciting news just dropped into the letterbox as I
form of a letter from the Sales Manager of Airfix Hobby and
lis me that ".... under separate cover we are sending you our
range. These are the British Grenadiers Series 1 and Water-
es 1." This may be a delirious gift to wargamers because,
British Grenadiers (to accompany the American Revolutionary
) no previous information had been given regarding the likeli-
h Infantry set. A full report on both boxes will be given in

This is a great month for excitement and here is a bit of news that will appeal
to veteran wargamers and should also be closely studied by the less enlightened. Jack
Scruby the American pioneer of wargaming, is again going to publish his famous maga
zine WAR GAME DIGEST. The first and probably the most stimulating publication con
nected with our hobby, this magazine went out of production nine years ago but Jack
now feels that he has the time to revive it and he intends to put out about three
issues a year without any particular deadline so that advance information will be
given by means of advertisements when they are available. This is something that no
one should miss so I suggest that you send #2.00 (about 50p with conversion charges)
to the Scruby Publishing Company, P.O.Box ikk, Visalia, Calif. 93277, U.S.A. to ob
tain the <*0-page Autumn War Game Digest that will be available in September.

Readers will be aware that the famous Bellona battle game scenery and landscape
models are now being made by Micro-Mold Plastics of 1 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-
Sea, Sussex. These latest models are Rv1 three span riverbridge at 17-Jo and D7 a
diorama "Ambush" (with removeable parts to cover up shell holes and make traps, etc)
57?p. These are both very nice little pieces of terrain, particularly the bridpre
which is a most realistic affair and how can you go wrong at so low a price. BotlBoth of



these pieces fitted onto hardboard and blended into a terrain "square" would embell
ish any wargames table and are strongly recommended.

The English Games Manufacturers John Waddington have recently put out a board
wargame called "CAMPAIGN" which is based on the Napoleonic Wars. It is played by 2,
3 or h players and costs £2.50. They have also re-issued that excellent pirate game
"BUCCANEER" which has the great recommendation of being played without dice and in
which the players have a great amount of scope for initiative since they have to amass
treasure by any or all of three ways of trading, fighting or visiting Treasure Island.

Elsewhere in this issue is an advert for a range of cardboard cut-out Dutch
buildings being imported by Magpie Models, 1M5 Harrogate Road, Leeds 7, Yorkshire.
Having made up a lot of these following a visit to Amersterdara some years ago, I can
testify to their simplicity, colour and effectiveness. When mounted on a board as a
village or inn, etc., and suitably decorated with bushes, roads, ivy and then
"weathered" they are well worth fighting around. More than that, they fill a crying
need for buildings suitable for wargaming in any period from the mid-17th century.

The latest Bellona Military Print is
views in 1:76 and. 1:^8 scales. Series 25
the Churchill Bridgelayer; Armoured Car T
and highly authoritative sources of refer
period as are the Bellona Military Vehicl
Publications Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Herts
photographs, scale drawings and complete
Albion BY1 General Service; A.E.C. 085^ R
Max Mk.1 General Service; Morris CS8 Offi
Service and Ford W0T.2H Office.

now available at 25p and gives detailed plan
includes the Soviet T-3V76A Medium Tank;

18E2 and "Boarhound". These are invaluable
ence for wargamers interested in the modern
e Data also obtainable from Model and Allied

Number 7, the latest of these contains
details of Bedford QL Portee and Fire;
efueller; Ford F60L Armoured Lorry; Dennis
ce; Dodge T215 Pickup; Austin K3 General

I hear from Steve Curtis of 10 Hurle Crescent, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 2TA, the
originator of the Western Gunfight Wargame Rules, that the second edition of these
rules will be appearing in time for the individual Championships at the Birmingham
Convention in September - they cost 50p including postage in the U.K. ,:nly. This
second edition features rules covering the use of shotguns, bows and arrows, muskets,
canoes, hand-to-hand fighting and"canon (?). The heart of the rules centres on the
classic gunfighter and cowboy of the 1870's and 80*s with the addition of Indian
raids, cavalry and mountain men. Using the new rules to cover the chosen part of
the Old ./est. Even Napoleonic skirmishes or even Colonial fights are covered by the
new musket rules. As before 5^ram figures are utilised giving each man a different
characteristic so resulting in a highly personalised, detailed fun-game.

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page

me for review I would buy it! In addition to a fine coloured cover of the Danish
Army l8l3-1*t- and World War II dioramas plus six full-page coloured plates of Dress
Distinctions of the Scottish Regiments 3rd Light Dragoons, types of the British Army
1826 and 1835, Uniforms of the Imperial German Army 1892 it contains beautifully
illustrated articles on the French Army in Eqypt 1801; the Coldstream Guards 1821 ;
Garibaldi's Legione Italiana 18A-9; Helmets and Headgear of the United States Army,
1872-1902; Neapolitan Troops in Spain, 1808-13; an American Civil War Cavalry Raid;
plus book reviews and correspondents.

THE WORLD WAR II HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER (212 West Main Street, Bennington,
Vt. 05201, U.S.A.). Contains lists of books, kits and military items of great in
terest to the World War II collector.

bring- /vew Realism and skill to voua. &ames

WITH OUR NEW

NAVOL-EONIC

VVAR&Pimt RULES
CPROFfSSloNILLy pmtvnv AND Bowp)

SPECIAL FERTUkfS INCLUDE DETAILS of ORGANISATIONS

AND FORMATIONS FOR tub MAToR. COMBATAIVTf

bOp (P°ST Frtfiff)
S.i-T-REEp j 4- CUMBERLAND AVE., W0P.THIN6; SUSSEX.
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LOOKING AROTJKD

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - August 1971. Includes well illustrated articles on 5^mm Conver
sions by Roy Dilley; French Artillery Uniforms 181^; American Half-Tracks; Basic
Scenery; The Chieftain Tank; Airfix Ambulance; plus other features on aircraft and
ships with the usual reviews of figures, books, correspondence, etc., etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Volume *f: No.11. (Journal of the Naval Wargames Society, U.K.).
Articles on World War I Cruisers; Naval wargame Second Russo-Japanese War 1913? plus
details of future meetings.

DISPATCH - No.56. In addition to the usual excellent reviews of figures, books,
records, plates and prints, this issue also contains articles on the Dress of Infant
ry Officers; K.O.S.B. 1689-1971 uniform details; 91st Highlanders - Zulu War 1879;
Royal Marine Light Infantry, China, 1900, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Spring 1971. Among others con
tains articles on Living Conditions on Board Troopships 1793-1302; Regulation Head-
Dresses of the British Army, 1812; The Experiences of an Army Surgeon, 1810-24; plus
book reviews and other items of interest.

THE AVALUN HILL GENERAL - July-August 1971. Has a good cover picture showing West
Point cadets fighting a wargame with miniatures and contains numerous articles dis
cussing various Avalon Hill boardgames.

MILIHISTRIOT - Spring 1971. In addition to usual small features has illustrated
articles on the Prussian Army 1806-1815; The Uniforms of the 40th Foot in North
America 17^0-17^8; and illustrated uniform details of 19th Century American soldiers
taken from cigarette cards.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1971. The adverts are most alluring and the book con
tains articles on Modifications of the Airfix Panther tank; review of Starlux Napol
eonics; report on North East Modelling Group Meeting; British Infantry Colours at
Waterloo; Bedford Vehicles of World War II; The Buffalo Carpet-Layer"Funny" A.F.V.;
visit to the RAC Tank Museum, Bovington; Charles Grant on a Napoleonic Wargame; Self-
propelled Artillery plus reviews of figures, kits, etc.

MODEL BOATS - August 1971. Contains article with plans on Austro-Hungarian Cruiser
and Destroyer 191*+ and details of construction for the Royal Albert 1690-1730.

PHOTO-WAR - No.7: Vol.1. Tightly packed with photographs and illustrations dealing
with the Tiger Tank; American, British and German forces in World War II; German
Pickelhaubes; the Afrika Korps uniform; Uniform of the Russian Army World War II;
the Mauser Rifle and the comparative table of British, American and German Weapons
19^0.

SCALE MODELS - August 1971- Contains an article illustrated with pictures and plans
of the German Kubelwagen World War II; The Fleet Air Arm Museum at Yeovilton; and
other articles mostly on aircraft or warships.

THE SQUADRON - No.'f, 1971. A house magazine of the Squadron Shop of Michigan, U.S.A.
Contains well illustrated articles on tanks and aircrafts, the Afrika Korps, plus
pages packed with advertisements for everything likely to be needed by the wargaraer
or military collector.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.2?. This magazine improves with every issue and its con
tents appear to be brilliantly researched and highly authoritative. This issue con
tains a simulation game "Battle for France, 19^0" together with illustrated campaign
analysis for the Allied Bomber Offensive and the campaigns of Alexander the Great.
The "Battle for France" is also most comprehensively dealt with in an article com
plete with silhouettes of A.F.V's etc. Also contains reviews of boardgames and ex
tensive book reviews. Highly recommended.

TANKETTE - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine - June-July 1971.
Packed with vital and fascinating information, photographs and drawings for the tank
enthusiast including plans for Crossley and Rolls Royce Armoured Cars; Hotchkiss H-35
tank, Humber 1 ton armoured truck, Churchill Bridgelayer plus conversions to Airfix
Panzer IV. August-September 1971. Plans and drawings of Bofors Gun; Italian L6/k0
tank, rforld War I Pioneer Tanks; Fortifications; with numerous other photographs and
articles all of the highest quality.

TRADITION - Number 56. I like this magazine so much that if they did not sent it to
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THE NOTICE BOARD

.r^Siiv.

- .The Power of "The Notice Board" -"Thanks for the announcement in the Notice
Board received several participants from the announcement. Over a hundred engaged
in a Napoleonic battle with the French facing the combined elements of Austrian and
Russian forces, two World War II engagements with the Germans facing first the
Russians and then Americans, and a Japanese naval force fought a British Naval force
Plus the usual number of Avalon Hill, Strategy and Tactics, Diplomacy and other
board games."

Donald Wolff (of Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.)

—-ooOoo—

.^placement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period.

ooOoo

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" is still available at half-price to
Newsletter subscribers - 85p (02) including postage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and personally inscribed new copies of "ALL FOR A SHILLING
(#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally -Sl.50 new).

00O00

"I have* looked for some time in the Princeton University library and have not
been successful in obtaining flag information on the Austrians, Bavarians, Prussians,
Poles, Portuguese or Spanish Armies of the Napoleonic pei-iod. Perhaps one of your
readers or yourself might be able to tell me the names of books where this informa
tion can be had. I could then search Washington D.C. or New York City."

Joseph F.Seliga, 15 Windswept Drive, Trenton, N.J. 08690, U.S.A.

00O00

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p
(30 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamers
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling
cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. International Money Orders or Sterling
drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional handling-charge.

00O00

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

---00O00

Send #2.00 International Postal Money Order today for your copy of the New WAR
GAME DIGEST. P.O.Box 1*t*f, Visalia, California 93277, U.S.A. Forty pages of fascina
ting stories about war games that you will not want to miss. Published by Jack Scruby
on a non-subscription basis.

00O00—-

Barry Carter has moved from Formby to Oxford and hopes he might meet wargamers
in his new area. His address is 13 Quarry High Street, Headington, Oxford, (Tel:
61836). Although he has always specialised in Naval wargaming and has some fine
Second World War fleets in 1/1,200 scale, he has been making Airfix A.F.V's recently
and is also the proud owner of his first Avalon Hill game "Panzerblitz".

He thanks those Lancashire wargamers who contacted him during his short stay in
the north-west. His new post is to lecture in 20th century world studies at the
Oxford Polytechnic and he has perhaps attained every wargamer's dream - he has in
herited in the post a complex American situation-game for 20 to 30 players, called
"Dangerous Parallel" which is based on the Korean War and which has been used with
students to help with an understanding of how international crises can arise.

A DAY!" at 65p



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Jonald leathers tone - Personally inscribeo -na si, .-.eu by the author.

"rfAt<vi<tKH£" - The ^ri-inal text book of war;:;uiiin-. .".1.65p- (#;'-7;>).

"NaVAL aARGAK?33" - Sea battles with model ships. .•".1.65p. (#''.73>.

"AIR .V.'liG.'.M.tS" - Sattles with model aircraft. ~l.L>5p. (#h.75)«

"ADV,;NC:hJ •/ARG/.i-.-.S" - This follow-up book to ".vargames" introduces a host of
new ideiis and brings the hobby up-to-date. ..',2.'t0p. (#5.25).

"•VARG.nV:, 0-,i'.P;tISNS" - This book caters for the experienced warc;amer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative
beginner. .Sl.90p. (#5.00).

"HAEDBUUK FOR MODEL SuL.;IER OCLLLCTOicS". An essential reference book giving
details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records,
dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for Jargamer's i.ewsletter subscribers
- b5p. (#2.00).

"AT THEM -1TH THE BAYOi.JTl" - The 1st Sikh ..ar 18^5-6. £1.6?p. (#4.75).

"ALL F0K A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh .var
1845-6. Nearly out of orintl A few signed by the author left at 65p.
(#1.50).

"BATTLiJo ,/irti MODEL SQL^IEi-.'S" - A new and completely different book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the exper
ienced wargamer will find interest and value in its pages. .veil illus
trated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and Charles).
£2.90p. (#7.00).

"MIL1TA -:Y MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and
casting model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings;
on soldering, gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion of Airfix end
Historex plastic figures. (Published by Kaye and Ward). .i^2.05p. (#5.00).

"LiI'i'LE ..'A.to" - "Little .jars'1 first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsi
mile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.G.Wells brought
his considerable imagination to bear on the- formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down
toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little .<ars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of play
ing wargames. It is also u book of great charm. £1.85p« (#5*00).

"CL.J i.I..'IS:; i.l...,L .;•. LjI:j .S, 1b9^-19l8" - I....-.'.Richards. An illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. £1.65p« (#*»-.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Nativss)
by Donald Fcatherstone.

7 Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50c.) or the set of 3 for £1.25 (#3-00) including postage.

".vnRGAl.,;.-> TER :-IN" - 55np (#1.50). Illustrated booi.let describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. Reprinting - ready early 1971.

These publications can be obt lined by sending cash with order to
.VAHG.tM••,'.;' b N J.rf'SLST ?ES.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents
handling-charge added to them.



Get every
f detail right

with Airfix

It's the littlethings-like the opening hatches and elevating machine
gun on this Centurion tank- that really make the model! And
that's whyAirfix Construction Kitsare so fantastically popular.

Everymodel is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect
replica of the real thing! There are nineteen series each made

to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose from at prices
from 2/11 to 23/6. From all good hobby shops, F.W.Woolworth.

and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.
Bottom left:World War Ilank BottomCentre:I ft/Grant tank top lett: 88mmGun Right:Centurion

"V
•Sir-*, &

AIRFIX
The world's

biggest range of
construction kits

^^

STOP PRESS
HHS Victory. Here's a
complete book, from the
publishers of Airfix
Magazine, on HMSVictory
- lis history and highly
detailed instructions
with many illustrations
showing how you can
add moving parts to your
Airln model.
Price 21/- nelfrom
your model/hobby shop,
bookshop or from,
Patrick Stephens Ltd.
9 Ely Place. London EC1

H

News, articles, conversions for modelling enthusiasts
every month in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2/6 from your model
shop or newsagent.


